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Coherent optical logic by laser amplifiers with
feedback

Jani Oksanen and Jukka Tulkki

Abstract— An optical decision circuit is constructed by modi-
fying the stability conditions of a previously introduced optical
flip-flop memory [1]. The simulations using a rate equation model
of the circuit predict fast operation speed (rise and fall times of
the order of 20 ps are reached) that is most likely beyond the
capabilities of the recent semiconductor decision circuits suitable
for integration [2]. The decision characteristics are also better,
close to ideal digital response, and enable realizing optical logic
gates by using an interferometer and a single decision circuit.
The output characteristics of an AND and an OR -gate realized
using the decision circuit are also studied.

Index Terms— optical logic, decision circuit, optical transistor,
coherent feedback

I. I NTRODUCTION

After the demonstration of the first ruby laser and various
nonlinear optical effects in optical fibers in the 1960’s, re-
searchers started to develop the concept of an extremely fast
digital optical computer [3]–[8]. In time, the original concept
came in touch with the prevailing reality and evolved into a
more earthly vision. At present some researchers believe that
electronics and optics should be considered complementary
technologies and that it is likely that optical solutions will
not soon be used for the tasks traditionally achieved by
electronics [9], [10]. Others pursue actively the rocky path
leading to using optical logic in specialized small scale optical
networking applications and possibly in transfering data inside
electronic computers [11]–[14].

To be practical in even the simplest data processing applica-
tions, optical logic gates and other nonlinear devices should at
least be fast and suitable for integration, have sufficient noise
tolerance and stability and not to be overly power consuming.
The optical logic gate prototypes known today fulfill many,
but not all of these requirements.

The building blocks used for constructing optical logic
devices have ranged from using long loops of optical fiber to
the use of saturating semiconductor devices, such as optical
amplifiers, lasers and bistable laser arrangements [2], [15]–
[18]. The devices involving optical fibres are often fast (at
least capable of operating at a few tens of GHz), but they are
not suitable for integration. On the other end, the performance
of the solutions based on semiconductor optical amplifiers
or saturating laser amplifiers and interferometers is usually
limited to a few GHz by the slow relaxation of carriers
(nonradiative carrier lifetimes are of the order of 1 ns) or by
the time it takes for a laser to recover from the saturated state.

This work introduces an optical decision circuit that is
fast and provides a steep decision threshold that enables
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optical logic by interference. The device structure is based
on an optical flip-flop circuit [1], [19] which is modified
here in order to transform the bistable flip-flop circuit into
a monostable decision circuit with a highly nonlinear input-
output response. Although the circuit uses phase locked laser
amplifiers, its operation does not involve saturating the lasers.
Therefore its performance is not as severely limited by the
carrier relaxation and saturation recovery processes as in the
previously presented structures. If the challenges in processing
the circuit are met, the device has potential as a versatile
building block of simple optical data processing units. Section
II gives a brief description of the device and completes the
theoretical aspects to account for the asymmetry needed in
making the device monostable. SectionIII shows the results
of simulating the circuit and some examples on using it as
an OR and an AND -gate. The actual rate equation model is
given in the Appendix.

II. T HEORY AND CONFIGURATIONS

The operation of the logic gates presented in this work is
based on the decision circuit making use of phase locked laser
amplifiers with nonlinear feedback generated by interference
of coherent waves. The theory laying ground for the operation
has been presented recently in a study of an optical flip-
flop circuit [19]. Here, the theory is extended to account for
asymmetric feedback, which can disable the memory effect
while retaining the highly nonlinear response characteristic of
regenerative logical gates.

The schematic structure of the device with asymmetric
feedback is shown in Fig.1. The complete device composes
of band stop filters, interferometric waveguide junctions, a
possible additional amplifier in the feedback path and six laser
amplifiers with three cavity modes each. The difference to
the symmetric flip-flop structure is the wavelength selective
transmission coefficients in the feedback path (tA1 and tA2

in Fig. 1) and the different transmission coefficients in the
biasing waveguides (tB1 and tB2). The wavelength selective
transmission coefficients could be avoided if the injection
currents to all laser amplifiers were not equal.

In brief, the power distribution of the modes in lasers L1

and L2 (and LA1 and LA2) is determined by the feedback
between the lasers and the input signal. Following [19] the
steady state feedback equation for an idealized system with
two phase locked lasers coupled to each other and injected
with a constant bias signal can be written in the form

x = a2

√
1−

(
a1

√
1− x2 − s2 + b1

)2

+ b2 (1)
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Fig. 1. The schematic device structure of the decision circuit. The decision
circuit composes of six laser amplifiers, each supporting three cavity modes:
λ1, λ2 andλ3. The laser mode of each laser is eitherλ1 or λ2, as indicated
by the number in the laser’s name. The other modes have larger losses and are
not lasing. Two of the lasers (LB1 and LB2) only provide reference phase for
the other lasers and bias signals for the feedback at wavelengthsλ1 andλ2,
respectively. Lasers LA1 and LA2 are identical to lasers L1 and L2 and they
are used as a part of an antireflector structure to prevent unwanted feedback
in the system. The transmission coefficients of the waveguides are indexed
by symbolsti, and the notationtA1/tA2 means that the transmission of the
waveguide is wavelength selective. The figure also includes an additional
amplifier marked withgA. Mode λ3 is used to inject the input signal to
lasers L1 and LA1 and the output and inverted output are obtained from the
corresponding output waveguides.

wherex is the electric field at the input of laser L1 (scaled so
thatx1 = 1 when output is at its maximum), the coefficientsai

(i ∈ {1, 2}) describe the coupling strength between the lasers,
bi the strength of the bias field ands the input signal. Equation
(1) may have up to four real solutions for a given value ofs.
At most two of these solutions describe the stable points of
the idealized system (the other two are labile points). When
more than one stable solution is found, the actual state of the
decision circuit depends on the past values, and this leads to
hysteresis in the circuit operation. The characteristic property
of a stable state is that the laser mode power in one laser is
decreased by the feedback, but the laser is not saturated. This
situation is made possible by the bias signals. In SectionIII
the stable solutions of Eq. (1) for selected configurations are
calculated for comparison with the results obtained using the
actual rate equation model.

The complete model of the circuit is based on coupled rate
equations where the state of each laser is described by the
carrier density and the complex electric field of each mode.
For completeness, the rate equation model is given in the
Appendix.

The coupling matricesMU , MB and MC in the rate
equations describe the transmission coefficients of the wave
guide network of Fig.1 for the cavity modesλ1, λ2 andλ3,
respectively. They can be written as (see also [19] and the

Appendix)

MU =




0 C iC iB1 B1 0
C 0 0 iA1 A1 0
iC 0 0 0 0 0
iB1 iA1 0 0 0 0
B1 A1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0




(2)

(MB)n,m =
[
(MU )7−n,7−m

]
|A2→A1, B2→B1

(3)

MC = 0 (4)

Ai =
1
4

√
TLTsgAt2Ai (5)

Bi = AitBi/
√

2tAi (6)

C = TLtC/2. (7)

Here notation|A1 → A2 is used for substitutingA2 for
A1 (and similarlyB2 for B1) and TL and Ts stand for the
transmission coefficients of the laser facets for the optical
power in the laser and signal modes, respectively. The symbols
ti refer to the electric field transmission coefficients of the
waveguides of Fig. 1 and the additional gaingA in the
feedback path (also for electric field).

III. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The parameters used in the calculations are similar to
those presented in [19], except for the asymmetric coupling
parameters, shown in TableI. The parameter values are
chosen to demonstrate the transition from a weakly nonlinear
response without hysteresis (C1) to the strongly nonlinear
response with hysteresis (C3). In addition to varying the
coupling parameters, also the effect of changing the line width
enhancement factor (LEF) and the additional gaingA (and
consequently the signal losses in the cavities) are studied.

Fig. 2 shows the operation characteristics of the three
configurations of the decision circuit in steady state, as well
as the output of the inverted output port and the solution of
the idealized feedback equation in Eq. (1). In configuration
C1 (Fig.2.a), the nonlinearity in the output is modest in
comparison to the other two configurations, and the output
exhibits no hysteresis. In configuration C2, the nonlinearity is
stronger and the device is at the threshold where the output
starts to exhibit hysteresis. The analytical approximation
predicts stronger hysteresis than the results obtained from the
more accurate model accounting for the gain compression and
the light injected from the master lasers.

Configuration C3 exhibits clear hysteresis, although much
less pronounced than the hysteresis of the symmetric structure
used as an optical flip-flop [19]. The results of Fig.2 are
obtained by solving the initial value problem describing the
system for a very slowly changing input signal under operating
conditions where the input power is small enough not to
saturate any of the lasers. If the lasers saturate, it takes a
relatively long time to respond to changes in the input signal.
Additionally, depending on the configuration, the output level
may go below the desired logical high level even before
saturation occurs. Therefore the input power should not exceed
an upper limit where the operation properties deteriorate.
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TABLE I

THE COUPLING PARAMETERS OF THE DIFFERENT DECISION CIRCUIT CONFIGURATIONS USED IN THE CALCULATIONS

Configuration a1 b1 a2 b2 tA1 tB1 tA2 tB2

C1 1.5 -0.6 1.3 -0.6 1 -0.566 0.931 -0.566
C2 1.5 -0.6 1.7 -0.9 0.939 -0.499 1 -0.749
C3 2.1 -1.2 1.9 -1.2 1 -0.808 0.951 -0.808

Fig. 2. The input-output relation of the decision circuit for different values
of LEF and for the three configurations a) C1, b) C2 and c) C3. The
curves labeled as ’inverted output’ and ’analytic model’ are the output of
the inverted output port for LEF=0 and the stable solution of the idealized
feedback equation given in Eq. (1).

The maximum operating speed of the decision circuit de-
pends on multiple factors. In Fig.3 the transient response
is calculated for the three configurations and for four values
of LEF when a 0.13 ns pulse is applied to the input. The
rise and fall times are of the order of 0.02 ns or more, and
the oscillations caused by the phase relaxation for the larger
values of LEF increase when moving from configuration one
to configuration three. The 5 ps delay between the change in
the input signal and any visible change in the output is mainly
due to the propagation of the transient through the different
modes of the lasers: first the change takes place in the signal
mode of laser L1, then in the laser mode of laser L1 (at λ1)
followed by the feedback mode of laser L2 (at λ1), the laser
mode of laser L2 (at λ2), and, finally the feedback mode of
laser L1 (at λ2) and the output (atλ2). In the inverted output
the delay would be slightly shorter, since the inverted output is
obtained directly from the laser mode of laser L1. The output
is shown only for a single input pulse to better demonstrate

Fig. 3. The transient properties of the decision circuit for different values
of LEF and configurations C1 (a), C2 (b) and C3 (c). Nonzero values of LEF
introduce clear relaxation oscillations, whose origin is in the oscillation of
the phase of the electric fields of the lasers. The additional amplification is
gA = 4 in these plots. The responses for LEF=0 and LEF=0.1 are almost
identical and the corresponding curves overlap.

how the output power stabilizes towards its steady state value.
The input pulses can be repeated when the output power is
stabilized close to its steady state value. In the case LEF=0,
this means that the repetition rate reaches approximately the
value rise time + fall time.

The operating speed of the decision circuit mainly follows
the response times of single laser amplifiers when LEF has a
value close to zero. When LEF is not zero, the optical length
of the lasers changes when the carrier densities in the lasers
change and the phases of the lasers undergo a phase shift with
respect to the phases of the master lasers. The properties of
the feedback are altered and the output then features relaxation
oscillations and slower operation. The dependence on the
strength of the phase locking and the exact mechanism of the
phase relaxation is out of scope of this study.

The single most important factor affecting the operating
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Fig. 4. The transient properties of configuration C2 for different values
of additional gaingA and LEF. a) There is no additional amplifier in the
feedback path, iegA = 1, and the rise and fall times are large. b) The gain
of the additional amplifier is set togA = 4 (the value used by default in the
other calculations). The rise and fall times are relatively small. c) The gain
of the additional amplifier is set togA = 8, which enables the fastest rise
and fall times for the small values of LEF. The variations in the input signal
power levels for different values of additional gain are due to changing the
laser facet transmission coefficients and consequently the saturation injection
power along withgA . The responses for LEF=0 and LEF=0.1 are almost
identical and the corresponding curves overlap.

speed of a single laser amplifier in the first order approx-
imation is the total loss of the signal and feedback modes
[20]. The largest possible magnitude of the total loss of the
feedback mode, while still maintaining desired functionality
in the circuit, is determined by the losses of the laser mode,
the device geometry and the possible additional gain in the
feedback path. The general tendency is that the losses of the
signal mode can be increased if the losses of the laser mode
or the additional gain increase or if the lasers become shorter.
The physical limits for increasing the laser mode losses or
shortening the cavity do not offer much liberty in enhancing
the operation speed. Therefore the effect of the additional gain
is interesting, since it can be easily adjusted. Fig.4 shows the
effect of adjusting the feedback gain and changing the cavity
losses of the non-lasing modes of the lasers. The rise and fall
times decrease from over 0.1 ns to 40 ps and to 20 ps, when
the gain (for electric field) is adjusted from 1 to 4 and to 8,
respectively.

Replacing basic logic gates with interferometers and optical
’transistors’ or decision circuits has been a well known concept

A

B
O U Tq

Fig. 5. A logic gate realized with an interferometer and a decision circuit.
The phase shiftθ controls the properties of the gate: withθ = 0 the gate
operates as an AND gate, and withθ = 110◦ and OR gate.

in the past decades [8]. The basic idea is to make two signal
interfere and then use the result as an input to a decision
circuit (Fig. 5). An AND gate, for example makes two signals
which alone do not pass the decision threshold, interfere
constructively. When both the inputs are high, the signals
interfere, the theshold is reached and the output goes high. The
realization of such gates, however, has not had much success
because of the lack of practical decision circuits.

To demonstrate the power of the decision circuit, some
examples of using it to generate a logical AND and a logical
OR gate are presented in Fig.6. The gates are a trivial
extension of the results shown in Figs.2.b and2.c with the
input to the gate formed by two appropriately scaled signals.
The interference is constructive (θ = 0) for the AND gate and
has a phase difference ofθ = 110◦ for the OR gate.

The steep decision characteristics of the decision circuits
are also transferred to the logic gates, which have reasonably
good correspondence to ideal logic gates. The worst property
of the gates is that the individual inputs of the AND gates
must not exceed a maximum value that could set the output
high alone. Generally, any input values should also be small
enough not to saturate the system.

The circular symmetry in the output is a characteristic
property of this type of logic gates, using interferometers and
coherent signals. Because of this symmetry, the noise margins
of the gates can never quite match the noise margins of an ideal
logic gate.

The model of the decision circuit is the same as used in
the previous work with the optical flip-flops. Therefore the
inaccuracies of the model, mainly the exclusion of the noise
and the propagation delay between the lasers, also remain the
same. However, since systems with feedback are generally
very tolerant to noise and the power of the amplified spon-
taneous emission is generally small compared to the power
emitted by the lasers, the noise generated by spontaneous
emission is not expected to be a problem. Although the
effect of the two inaccuracies should be small and the model
itself can be considered reasonably accurate, their effects, the
tolerances for unideal device parameters and the effects of
phase locking in general should be studied in more detail.
This, however, is out of scope of this manuscript.

The speed of the decision circuit is fundamentally limited
by the GCSOA. The limiting frequency is approximated by
v (αs −Gs) /20 (or vαL, if it is smaller) [20], whereαs and
αL are the cavity losses of the signal mode and the laser mode,
respectively andGs is the gain of the signal mode. The term
αs−Gs is mainly limited by technology, and with increasing
ability to process optical devices the operating speed may be
expected to rise well beyond 100 GHz.
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Fig. 6. The response of the AND gates (left) and the OR gates (right) realized with an interferometer and the decision circuit (Fig.5). Inputs A and B are
two coherent inputs to the interferometer and OUT is the output from the decision circuit. The gates a) and b) are realized using configuration C2. The other
gates are calculated for the two hysteresis loops of configuration C3. Configuration C1 is not sufficiently nonlinear to be used as a logic gate.
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The input signals to the logic gate structure presented in this
paper need to be coherent, their phase difference needs to be
controlled and their power level must be within certain limits.
If the signals are originally not coherent or they have random
phase, additional phase locked GCSOAs or other devices to
lock the phases are needed. In a traditional optical network
with isolated logic gates distributed across the network this
would be highly unpractical. However, if the logic gates,
memories and other coherent nonlinear circuits are placed very
close to each other, say on an integrated circuit performing
some simple task, the situation changes drastically. In the
small scale of an integrated circuit the phase differences
and powers of the signals are no longer subject to (strong)
random fluctuations but determined mostly by the geometry
and properties of the circuit. Then the coherence and well
determined phase are no longer stringent requirements, but
just properties of the signal.

Variations of all the individual components used in the
construction of the decision circuit have already been demon-
strated separately. The gain clamped semiconductor am-
plifiers, interferometers and band stop filters as such are
practically standard components. The phase locking and gain
spectrum of the GCSOAs in this work are, however, somewhat
peculiar. The band stop filters of the device only need to
process the three wavelengthsλ1, λ2 andλ3 and they should
be realizable for example using filters based on of Mach-
Zehnder interferometers [21], [22], coupled waveguides or
in the future photonic crystals. The main concern in the
realization of the decision circuit is the accurate phase control
and processing of the individual components on the same chip
with sufficient quality. If the optical technologies continue to
evolve coherent optics may find many uses in applications that
can not be practically realized today.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This work introduces asymmetric feedback in a previously
introduced optical flip-flop memory model in order to remove
the memory effect but still enable very nonlinear decision
circuit -type output. The simulations of the circuit predict
faster operation (rise and fall times of the order 20 ps) and
steeper decision threshold than in the previously introduced
active semiconductor devices suitable for integration. The fast
operation is based on a new feedback configuration which
allows the laser amplifiers of the structure to operate above
their saturation limit. Also logical AND and OR gates based
on the structure are demonstrated.

The decision circuit composes of six laser amplifiers con-
nected by a network of wave guides and filters. Despite the
apparent complexity, the structure is in principle suitable for
integration. Some of the material parameters required for good
performance are at the limit of feasibility (most notably the
maximum modal gain, transparency carrier density and the
linewidth enhancement factor of the lasers), but processing
functional prototypes should be possible with less stringent
requirements.

The stucture has potential as a versatile building block for
integrated optical circuits. The same structure with minor

modifications enables fast optical logic, optical memory and
synchronous optical data processing in integrated small scale
optical devices, all at once.

APPENDIX

In vector form the rate equations used in this work to
describe the system of Fig.1 can be written as

dn
dt

=
I

qV
−

∑

j∈{U,B,C}
2ξvGj (n) |Ej |2 − n

τ
(8)

dEj

dt
=

v

2
[Gj (n)−αj + i∆ωj (n)]Ej (9)

+
v

2L
Eext

j +
v

2L
MjEj .

Each component of the carrier densityn and of the prop-
agating complex electric fieldEj of the cavity modej ∈
{U,B, C} (U stands for the modeλ1, B for λ2 and C for
λ3) is associated with one laser amplifier.I, q and V are
the injection current, elementary charge and cavity volume,
respectively. The termξ =

√
εµ−1/ (2~ωv) is the conversion

factor that transforms the square of the absolute value of the
electric field to photon density. The factor 2 in front ofξ in Eq.
(8) results from the presense of the two counter propagating
electric fields. The diagonal matrixGj (n) contains the modal
gains of each laser for modej. The absolute value in Eq. (8)
is applied to each component ofEj independently. Interband
transitions that are not caused by stimulated emission (mainly
nonradiative interband transitions and spontaneous emission)
are described by the vectorn/τ, where τ is the average
lifetime of the carriers close to the lasing threshold.

The diagonal matricesαj contain the cavity losses for the
mode j in each laser and the diagonal matrices∆ωj (n)
contain the displacements of the frequency of the modej from
the corresponding cavity resonance. The length of the cavity
is denoted byL and Eext

j is a vector describing the fields
injected from outside the cavity. The coupling matricesMj

are off-diagonal and describe the coupling between the lasers.
For a more complete description of the model and used

parameters, see [19].
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